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ABSTRACT
FERD and FERDO are unfolding codes which were developed at
the Neutron Physics Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratory in
1965 and 1966.

FERDO variants such as FERDOR and FORIST have

been widely used, and many useful supplementary procedures have
been developed for neutron and gamma-ray spectroscopy and
diverse applications.

cher

FERD has not been well documented but has

been used for various ORNL problems.
The pulse-height distribution b^ (i=l,2,...m) is related to
an unknown spectrum by the equation

b.

A ± ( E ) x(E)dE

i

i=l,2,... ,m

(1)

where the A^(E) functions are the instrument response functions.
Both types of codes seek confidence intervals

( p P ^ )

par-

ameters p^ which are related to the unknown spectrum by the equation
p

k

=

W

K (E)

x(E)dE

k=l,2,...,t

.

(2)

where the W (E) functions are chosen by the experimenter and are

K

referred to as "window functions".

In classical linear regression,

confidence intervals may only be found for "estimable" functions
which must be exact linear combinations of the instrument response
functions of the form

m
L k (E) = 2 _ ^ \ i V

E

>

"

< 3)

i=l
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-3Generally, it is not possible to find "estimable" L, (E) functions
k
which agree with the desired window functions. Both FERD and
FERDO codes get. around this problem by bracketing the desired
window function between two "estimable" functions such that
L£°(E) 5 W k (E) = L£ P (E)

.

(4)

The fact that x(E)>0 (on physical a priori grounds) allows
valid confidence intergals to be found for the values of p , even

K

though they are not formally "estimable".
Generally, if a tight match is sought by minimizing only
the difference between L (E) and W.(E), large coefficients U
K
k
ki
result such that some terms in Eq. (3) have large positive
values and others have large negative values. Then the
A
statistical uncertainty due to the experimental estimates b^
of b. dominates the confidence interval widths.

x

If a loose

match (with appreciable "slop") between the L, (E) and W. (E)
•
k
k
functions is sought by modifying the minimization criterion, then
smaller coefficients U . can be found which reduce the statistikx
cal contribution to the confidence interval width at the expense
of a greater width due to the "slop" uncertainty between
L.(E) and W (E).
K

K.

The key to the FERD and FERDO techniques is to approximately
minimize the total width of the confidence interval due to both
sources of uncertainty, balancing one type of uncertainty against
the other.

FERDOR type codes use a least squares minimization

technique with a set of weight factors (which in mathematical
statistics terminology define a "metric") which approximately
balances the two types of errors.

Part of the metric is

determined by observational errors in the b^, and the other part
of the metric is determined by means of some indirect inequality
techniques which depend upon x(E)£0.

Irrespective of the

approximations or assumptions made in deriving the minimization
criterion, it is still possible to determine conservative estimates
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of the two uncertainty contributions once the U, . coefficients have

ki

been determined numerically.

FERDO type codes usually do not ex-

plicitly obtain the L K(E) functions (although the U.
KX. coefficients
are available), and usually very conservatively overestimate the
"slop" type errors to save computation.
(E) and L^ P (E) explicitly, and

FERDO type codes do calculate
K

use a more complex inequality technique (motivated by some
methods based upon Linear Programming) to determine the "slop"
uncertainty.
In the application of any unfolding code, many problems
must be worked through by the experimenters starting with the
design of the instrument, the philosophy of "what is a solution",
and going through the communication of the "interpreted" results.
A wide variety of divergent viewpoints hampers understanding of
common problems.

Some "Axioms of Data Analysis" are discussed

which guided the philosophy behind the development of the ORNL
codes.

INTRODUCTION
The

origins of radiation spectrum unfolding go back to the 1950*s

when radiation spectra began to be measured.

One set of origins traces

back to the use of fission and threshold foils for reactor spectral measurer
ments.

Some of the early work was done in about 1952, and since then many

papers have appeared.
The other set of origins stems back to the first practicable many
channel spectrometer —

the Nal detectors developed in the early 1950"s.
4
The work done by Russell Heath in radioisotope assay is somewhat out of
the scope of of this conference, although the techniques are certainly
pertinent.

Corrections for non-perfect line shapes in various kinds of

spectrometers has been
5 studied for years, with an early reference being to
Carl Eckert in 1937.
Resolution improvement was treated by Sir Arthur
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g

Eddingtcn in connection with an astronomical problem in 1913.

The concept

7

of window function was used by A. Fommerfeld in 1391.

Linden and Starfelt

had developed a g technique for unfolding continuous gamma-ray
spectra in 1954.

and X-ray

Much pertinent work ha,'3 been done in the astronomy and

geophysics areas, as well as the communications field, where the key work
was done by Norbert Wiener in the early 1940's.
My own work in this area was during the time span 1960 to 1968.

The

ORNL Neutron Physics Division recognized that adequate methods for unfolding
did not exist.

E. P. Blizard in particular and later Fred Maienschein

strongly encouraged the attempts at developing a more powerful approach at
unfolding methodology.

I am especially indebted to the experimental

physicists who collaborated closely with me in risking their data to the new
9-11
12-13
methods,'
and to my numerical colleagues.
THE UNFOLDING PROBLEM
Figure 1 illustrates the forward or faltung problem in the case of a
few -channel spectrometer, such as a set of threshold foils.

The radiation

source is denoted by x(E) where x(E) is the number of photons (per unit
area or angle) interacting with a finite number of detectors which have
response functions

a^, ... cr^,

i n the case of threshold foils, the

detector response functions are just the reaction cross sections of the
foils.

In the case of the scintillation spectrometer, the response func-

tions are the probability functions that an incident photon of energy E
will produce a reaction (or count) in channel i (where i goo*? from 1 to m).
The experimental results are denoted by b^ (i=l,

m), and the error in

the result by S^=std(b^). Note that x(E) is generally a continuous function, and b^ is measured for a finite number of channels.
Figure 2 illustrates the information flow in folding and unfolding in
a more schematic fashion.

A continuous function (in Hilbert space) is

difficult to visualize; however, we depict two directions in Hilbert space
as the first two axes, and represent all the other directions by the axis
labeled by an ellipsis (3 dots).
radiation spectrum x(E).

The point in X-space denotes a "true"

The results of the measurement is a vector of

observations in B-space, also illustrated as a 3-axis schematic representation.
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The transformation shovm is generally multiple valued because of the counting and systematic errors in making the observation, so that a true spectrum
A

x(B) would give different results for b on each measurement, and the family
of b's could be described by a region which I will call the "B-ball".
The reverse transformation is shown on the bottom of Figure 2.

The

relation between b^ (i=l, ... m) and x(E) is generally undetermined since
one cannot solve a finite system of equations (one for each b^) for an
effectively infinite number of points of the continuous function x(E).

A

single point within the B-ball is consistent with points within some subspace of X-space, illustrated by a line.

Similarly, each point within the

B-ball is consistent with another subspace.

The family of all such sub-

spaces in X-space contains all the x(E) functions which are consistent with
the observed b^ (i=l,. ..,m).
Since the reverse transformation from b. (i=l,
1

...,m) back to x(E) is

multivalued (even if b^ could be measured without any error), some techniques must be utilized to obtain an acceptable representation of consistent
solutions.
One often used technique is to solve not for x(E), but for some related
function (denoted schematically by a p vector in P-space (or solution
space).

The P k 's may represent a smoothed version of x(E), for example, or

they may represent the integral spectrum (integrated from E to »).

The

unfolding procedure, denoted by H, may be considered to operate upon b^
(i=l,

,m) to yield p^ (k=l, ...,t).

(or unfolding) for values p

iCwhich

It is convenient to think of solving

are functions of the unknown spectrum

x(E) related by

Wfc(E) dE
where the W^fE) functions are referred to as window functions.

The relation

between X-Space and P-Space is denoted as W.
Figure 3 illustrates the "windows" from a different perspective.

The

response functions A^(E) connect the unknown spectrum x(E) to the observations
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b., while the window functions W (E) connect the unknown spectrum to the
i
K
"solution" p . Since the window functions are fictional, we are not re-

K

stricted to think of one window function per real response function.
More generally, one may think of a window function as any linear
function of the spectrum x(E) that one wishes to solve for.

Simple func-

tions are the flux function, the "energy" function, and a damage function
as illustrated.
UNFOLDING
The simplest unfolding methods are the "triangular" methods in which
peaks in the response functions are replaced by discrete elements, and
smooth edges are replaced by sharp edges, as in Fig. 4.

This is equivalent

to replacing the Response Kernel (A in matrix notation) by TW where T is an
upper triangular matrix and W is a window matrix.

The solution of the

triangular system of equations T x = b may be carried out without difficulty;
however, Wx is obtained for a solution and not x itself.

This is the basis

for the SEGO and High Speed Sego methods developed at ORNL and for the
"differentiation" type methods for neutron spectra.
The triangular methods operate only on the observed data b^ (i=l, ...m).
This works out OK in many-channel problems where something like the instrumental FWHM is acceptable in the solutions; however, they ignore certain other classes of information which are available.
Information
Information about the spectrum can be categorized into three classes:
A pooteriori information, a priori information, and intuitive information.
A poateriori means "after the fact" and denotes the information which is
measured—i.e., the observation vector fr plus any additional measurements
which might have been made at the time (such as a monitor chamber or foil).
A priori information denotes information which is known about x(E) before
the measurement was made.
before it is measured?

What can we really know about the spectrum

If we know the source of the spectrum, we may have

a good bit of theoretical knowledge of the spectrum.

For example, we know

that a rsutron capture spectrum is a combination of continuous background
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and discrete components.

Further we may know that there are a finite

number of discrete components at energies permitted by the relevant nuclear
energy levels.

As another illustration of a priori knowledge, we may know

that the prompt gamma rays from fission are from moving fission fragments
and are therefore Doppler broadened.

In any event, it is generally known

a priori that x(E) > 0, on physical grounds.
There is another class of information which does not fall into the
a posteriori or o. pr-uom. class.
"intuitive".

This kind of information can be called

Very likely the spectrum which is to be unfolded is not the

first spectrum which has ever been considered by the user.

Frequently the

same types of spectrum have been measured by other experimenters, some
using quite different types of apparatus.

Thus, the experimenter approaches

the problem with preconceived notions based on previous work and physical
insights into what the admissible class of solutions should be.
The distinction between a priori information and intuitive information
is this:

A priori information can be described in mathematical form such

as:
Number of peaks is less than N ,
x(E) > 0, or
continuum limited to energy E max.

Intuitive information is much more subtle than this.

Intuitive

knowledge cannot be mathematically quantified by the experimenter.

That

is not to say that the intuitive knowledge might be quantifiable, but only
that the experimenter does not know how to do it.

For example, before the

development of linear programming ideas, it was not clear how the a priori
constraint of non-negativity might be incorporated as a constraint on
admissible solutions.

However, experimental physicists devised many ad

hoc procedures for forcing this into the analysis of their data.

Some

forms of information are on the borderline between intuitive and a
priori.

But it is clear that there are many feelings that the experimenter

has which are more properly intuitive than a. priori,
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An example of intuitive knowledge is the experimenter's preconceived
idea about the complexity of the admissible spectra.

Many spectra Pre

possible which are consistent with the a posteriori and a priori information
but the experimenter may reject some of these as pathological (i.e., not
apt to occur).
feeling.

What is needed is a way to mathematically quantify this

The Maximum Entropy methods (such as MAZE) incorporate this

information by including ad hoc terms in the optimization procedure
14
which suppress large order derivatives.
An interesting way to incorporate this intuitive information is to
limit the "variation" of the spectrum x(E).

The variation is the total

"up and down" variation of the spectrum as shown in Figure 5.

Linear

programming statements of unfolding permit the experimenter to set a
maximum limit to the variation as a constraint on the admissible spectra
in X-space.

Even though the experimenter does not know a priori what

this limit is, he may

try several unfoldings with different values for

the variation limit and then choose subjectively between them.

If he

chooses a limit which is equal or greater than the true value, his
results are va.lid.

If he chooses a limit which is smaller than the true

value, then his results are invalid

(to the extent that they depend upon

this restriction).
This is obviously "risky business", but in few-channel problems
such risk must be taken to get useful results.

The real test of an

unfolding procedure is not that it has no risk, but that it produces
useful results in the hands of an expert practitioner.

In fact, it has

been recognized for years that published errors in measurements made by
independent teams tend to be inconsistent by several times the stated
amount.

In my view, this is a reflection of the experimenters* bias (or

optimism) An treating an overall analysis of systematic errors, or
stated another way, it is a reflection of the fact that experimenters
use physical judgement {i.e., intuition) in publishing results which
cannot be strictly justified.
Figure 6 summarizes the situation with respect 'zo the three kinds
of information.

The Venn diagram shows the set of all possible x(E) and
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the set of all possible b..

The E subset is the set of spectra which

produce exactly the observation vector b^.

The C subset is the set of

spectra which are statistically consistent (i.e., close) to the observation vector.

The A set is the a priori set (say non-negativity).

Note

that in this illustration the a priori A set has no point in common with
the C set.

Thus, the spectrum which produces the observations exactly

is inadmissible, while one which is only close to the observation is
admissible.

Finally, the family of subsets denoted by I illustrate the

effect of an intuitive constraint as the value of a parameter g is
varied.

The validity of the subsets A and C are firm, while the valid-

ity of the subset 1 is subjective (reflected in one or more subjective
parameters).
RULES OF THE UNFOLDING GAME
In game theory, the first step in examining a specific game is to
codify the rules.

In fact, the rule constitutes the game.

Once the

game has been defined, then the second step is to consider methods for
solution or playing of the game.

In other words, it is difficult to

play the game without knowing the rules.

The big problem in unfolding

which has caused much controversy over the years is that while solutions
are many, rules are few.

Incidentally, the unfolding problem can be

cast in several different game theoretical frameworks, as a one person
(solitaire type) game or as a two person game (between "mother nature"
and the "experimenter".)

The inbuitive aspects of unfolding make it

particularly difficult to obtain agreement on the rules.

According to

the established wisdom, within the "scientific method", intuitive interpretations of data are bad and objective results are good which can
be verified by objective computation techniques.
In any event, we can categorize unfolding procedures into the three
classes previously discussed.
data.

The first class utilizes only a posteriori-

Some of these methods (i.e., the Triangular methods) when properly

implemented should be. non-controversial.

Proper implementation would

consist in having an adequate error analysis and a proper recognition of
the "resolution" of the solution.
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The second class utilizes a posteriori and also a priori data.

The

use of a priori data such as non-negativity should be non-controversial;
however, the extensions to provide non-equality constraints to the
classical regression analysis have been slow to be accepted.

Just

recently has the numerical mathematics community begun to seriously
consider ill-conditioned systems.

Bert Rust in the next paper will

comment about some of the recent contemporary mathematical interest
15
evidenced in some special meetings on this topic.
The third class utilizes a posteriori3

a priori, and intuitive

information and will probably always be on the borderline of respectability.
Nevertheless, one can make a good argument that many respectable processes
such as curve fitting are really intuitive since the analyst may choose
subjectively between many different fitting techniques (such as least
square, maximum deviation, etc.).
THE FERD AND FERDOR METHODS
The FERD method has been described in several places.

An RSIC

"package" is under preparation which compares the two methods and gives
the key numerical algorithms.

Both of these methods have essentially the

same input and the same output.

In fact, another ORNL method, OPTIMO,

based on linear programming, also has essentially the same input and

16
output.

However, the OPTIMO

code was never developed to the point

where it could be successfully transferred to other groups.

Perhaps one

day OPTIMO will be rediscovered, or an improved version of FERD will be
developed which will obsolete it.
Figure 1 illustrates the input and output of the algorithm.
response data and the window data is prepared as matrices A and W.
observation vector B and errors S are entered as vectors.

The
The

A and W are

thought of as being finite in the pulse height direction and continuous
in the x(E) direction.

The output consist of bounds (p^°, P^ P ) for the

response of the window functions.
structure of the x(E) function.

No assumptions are made about the
The only assumptions are that the A^(E)

and W (E) are adequately represented at a sufficient number NC of "com-

K

parison points".
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Figure 7 also illustrates a typical A^(E) function and a typical
W (E) function.

JC

These are tabulated at the comparison points shown.

The

codes form upper and lower bounds to the W k (E) function by linear combinations of the

functions.

If the comparison points are too far

apart, then inequality at these points may not be sufficient to insure
inequality at all intermediate points.

The exact spacing of the points

is arbitrary, and it is not necessary or desirable to interpret the
matrix values of averages over an interval dE (although some practitioners
insist on such an interpretation).
Intuitive Information
The FERD, FERDO, and OPTIMO methods are of the second type in that
they utilize only a posteriori and firm a priori information
(e.g., x(E) > 0).

However, they may be generalized easily by a pre-

treatment of the input data to impose additional constraints upon the
class of admissible solutions.

Instead of requiring only that x(E) £ 0,

it is possible to require that x = Rq, where q i 0 instead.

References 13

and 17 outline many different constraints which can be devised by suitable
choice of the regularizing function R.

In particular, if R represents

a Gaussian smoothing function, the modified constraint condition requires
that the admissible spectra be at least as smooth as the Gaussian functions.
Figure 8 illustrates the relation, between q, x, b, and p.
UNFOLDING LAWS
The following set of LAWS is suggested as a set of desirable properties
for an unfolding method.
live up to these LAWS.

There are probably no current methods which
While there is a much better understanding today

of the problems of unfolding (as typified by the papers at this meeting),
there is still much that remains to be done.

In particular, the attempt

to define some meaningful benchmarks for the many-channel and the fewchannel problems will force some close scrutiny of the desirable properties.
The tentative set of Unfolding Laws is:
1st LAW

The "solution" should be representative of the entire set (or family)
of admissible solutions consistent with the constraints incorporated
la posterioris

a priori, and/or intuitive).

the consistent solutions is unacceptable.

A single member of
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2nd LAW

The relationship between the characterization of the "solution"
and the spectrum x(E) should be available in comprehensible
mathematical form.

As a minimum, the "resolution" of the

solution characterization should be known as a function of energy.
3rd LAW

The characterization of the solution should havo a confidence level
interpretation with a specified percentage confidence level, such
that a specified percentage of independent experiments would agroo
at least with the stated fraction of trials.

In other words, the

confidence interpretation should be conservative and not too
optimistic,
Two additional "minor" laws are:
4th LAW

In the unfolding procedure for spectral representations, it should
be possible to control the inherent trade-off between "resolution"
and "errors".

5th LAW

If intuitive information is included in the constraints on the
solution (which by definition cannot be verified firmly), then it
should be possible to relax the intuitive constraints in degrees
till the solution is based only upon a posteriori and a priori
constraints.

(This at least allows an informed subjective judgement

to be made on the strength of one or more subjective constants).
CONCLUSION
The toughest problems are probably the few-channel problem and the
super-resolution problem.
in both cases.

Intuitive constraints are probably necessary

However, much work needs to be done to make these constraints

as plausible as possible and to simplify the exercise of the required
subjective judgement as much as possible.

Alternately, improved formulations

of a priori information can be sought which accomplish the same objectives
as intuitive information but in a strictly defensible manner.
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